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Theoretical Models and Their 
Experimental Signatures



• Abundance of new stable states set by 
interaction rates

Why the (sub-)Weak 
Scale is Compelling
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Sub-Weakly Interacting 
Massive Particles
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FIG. 3: New result on spin-independent WIMP-nucleon scat-
tering from XENON100: The expected sensitivity of this run
is shown by the green/yellow band (1�/2�) and the result-
ing exclusion limit (90% CL) in blue. For comparison, other
experimental results are also shown [19–22], together with
the regions (1�/2�) preferred by supersymmetric (CMSSM)
models [18].

the benchmark region fluctuates to 2 events is 26.4% and
confirms this conclusion.

A 90% confidence level exclusion limit for spin-
independent WIMP-nucleon cross sections �� is calcu-
lated, assuming an isothermal WIMP halo with a lo-
cal density of ⇢� = 0.3GeV/c3, a local circular veloc-
ity of v0 = 220 km/s, and a Galactic escape velocity of
vesc = 544 km/s [17]. Systematic uncertainties in the en-
ergy scale as described by the Le↵ parametrization of [6]
and in the background expectation are profiled out and
represented in the limit. Poisson fluctuations in the num-
ber of PEs dominate the S1 energy resolution and are
also taken into account along with the single PE resolu-
tion. The expected sensitivity of this dataset in absence
of any signal is shown by the green/yellow (1�/2�) band
in Fig. 3. The new limit is represented by the thick blue
line. It excludes a large fraction of previously unexplored
parameter space, including regions preferred by scans of
the constrained supersymmetric parameter space [18].

The new XENON100 data provide the most strin-
gent limit for m� > 8GeV/c2 with a minimum of
� = 2.0 ⇥ 10�45 cm2 at m� = 55GeV/c2. The max-
imum gap analysis uses an acceptance-corrected expo-
sure of 2323.7 kg⇥days (weighted with the spectrum of a
100GeV/c2 WIMP) and yields a result which agrees with
the result of Fig. 3 within the known systematic di↵er-
ences. The new XENON100 result continues to challenge
the interpretation of the DAMA [19], CoGeNT [20], and
CRESST-II [21] results as being due to scalar WIMP-
nucleon interactions.
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Scattering through the Z boson: ruled out

Next important benchmark:
Scattering through the Higgs

�n ⇠ 10�39 cm2

�n � 10�45�46 cm2



New Theoretical 
Landscape

Standard Model

Our theoretical tools have broadened ....

From a single, stable weakly 
interacting particle .....

(WIMP, axion)

...to a hidden world 
with multiple states, 

new interactions

Models: Supersymmetric light DM sectors,
Secluded WIMPs, WIMPless DM, Asymmetric DM .....

Production: freeze-in, freeze-out and decay, 
asymmetric abundance, non-thermal mechanicsms .....



Enormous Diversity

• Relic density mechanism

• Freeze-out and decay

• non-thermal production

• asymmetric abundance

• freeze-in

• Dark Matter mediation 
mechanism

• sub-weak scale

• weak scale

• super-weak scale

MeV DM, WIMPless DM, Asymmetric DM, gravitino DM, 
Sub-GeV DM, Multi-component DM .....



Enormous Diversity

• Cosmological constraints

• CMB

• BBN

• Structure formation

• Halo shapes

• Astrophysical constraints

• stars

• sun and earth

• direct and indirect 
detection

MeV DM, WIMPless DM, Asymmetric DM, gravitino DM, 
Sub-GeV DM, Multi-component DM .....



Beyond the SUSY WIMP: 
Many Possibilities

• Also many commonalities -- partially 
induced by cosmological constraints

• Focus on sub-10 GeV dark matter, 
notably

• Asymmetric Dark Matter
• Hidden Sector DM
• Many of these models incorporate SUSY



Chemical Potential Dark 
Matter

Visible Dark

Matter    Anti-matter Matter   Anti-Matter



Baryon and DM Number 
Related?

• Standard picture: freeze-out of 
annihilation; baryon and DM 
number unrelated

• Accidental, or dynamically 
related?

nDM � nb

�DM � 5�bExperimentally,
Mechanism

mDM � 5mp

Nussinov, 
Hall, Gelmini, 

Barr, Chivukula, Farhi, 
D.B. Kaplan



Asymmetric DM
“Integrate out” heavy state

Higher dimension operators:

Standard Model
Dark Matter

(Hidden Valley)

Mp � 1 GeV

N

X

X

Inaccessibility

En
er

gy

Xucdcdc

Luty, Kaplan, KZ 
0901.4117



Asymmetric Dark Matter

Visible Dark

Anti-matter  Matter   Matter   Anti-Matter



Asymmetric Dark Matter

Visible Dark

Anti-matter  Matter   Matter   Anti-Matter



Asymmetric Dark Matter

Visible Dark

Anti-matter  Matter   Matter   Anti-Matter

?



Dark Forces and DM 
Self-Interactions

• Dark Forces Very Important for 
Asymmetric Dark Matter!

• Massive dark forces imply dark Higgs 
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FIG. 2: Magnetic dipolar DM �
1

annihilates to ��, �Z,ZZ (Left), while ff̄ occurs by coannihilation only with �
2

(Right).

• In the early Universe, the thermally-averaged coannihilation cross section is suppressed by a Boltzmann factor
exp(��m/T ). For �m ⇠ T

f

, the coannihilation rate becomes moderately suppressed, requiring larger couplings to
reproduce the correct thermal relic density.

• In the present Universe, �2 is not populated, and therefore �1�2 ! f ¯f does not contribute to any indirect detection
signals. However, direct annihilation �1�1 ! �� can occur, and the rate can be enhanced due to the large couplings
required for thermal freeze-out.

Ultimately, within a given model, there will exist a preferred parameter region for �m and couplings that can simultaneously
explain the relic DM density and the observed � signal. In this section, we first discuss some preliminaries for computing the
DM relic density, closely following Ref. [53], and then we consider specific models in parts A and B.

Similar to single species freeze-out, the relic DM abundance for a general coannihilation scenario is computed by solving a
Boltzmann equation

ṅ
�

+ 3Hn
�

= �h�e↵vi
�
n2
�

� (neq
�

)

2
�

(2)

where n
�

⌘ P
i

n
�i is the total �

i

density. In writing Eq. (2) in terms of only n
�

, we assume the individual densities n
�i are in

chemical equilibrium due to rapid �
i

f $ �
j

f and �
i

$ �
j

f ¯f processes, such that

n
�i

n
�

⇡ neq
�i

neq
�

=

g
i

(1 +�

i

)

3/2
exp(�x�

i

)

ge↵
⌘ r

i

. (3)

We have defined x ⌘ m1/T , �
i

⌘ (m
i

�m1)/m1, and ge↵ ⌘ P
i

g
i

(1 +�

i

)

3/2
exp(�x�

i

), with g
i

degrees of freedom for
�
i

. The thermally-averaged effective cross section is h�e↵vi ⌘ P
i,j

r
i

r
j

h�
ij

vi, where �
ij

is �
i

�
j

annihilation cross section
and its thermal average is

h�
ij

vi = x3/2

2

p
⇡

Z 1

0
dv v2 (�

ij

v) e�v

2
x/4 . (4)

The DM relic density today is given by

⌦dmh
2
=

1.07⇥ 10

9
GeV

�1

g1/2⇤ mPl

hR1
xf

x�2 h�e↵vi dx
i , (5)

where mPl ⇡ 1.22 ⇥ 10

19
GeV is the Planck mass and g⇤ is the number of degrees of freedom in the thermal bath during

freeze-out. The freeze-out temperature T
f

= m1/xf

is obtained by solving x
f

= ln

�
0.038 ge↵m1mPl h�e↵vi /pg⇤xf

�
, which

can be done iteratively. Alternately, one can directly solve Eq. (2) numerically; for the cases we consider below, we find that the
agreement with Eq. (5) is better than ⇠ 1� 3% depending on the mass splitting.

Now, we discuss two models which give rise to the Fermi line signal and a correct relic density with the coannihilation effect
in the early Universe.2

2 To be clear, our models rely on the mass splitting �m to suppress h�
e↵

vi, which is dominated by large �
1

�
2

and �
2

�
2

annihilation cross sections. This is
distinct from models where �

1

�
1

annihilation is itself too large, and h�
e↵

vi can be suppressed by 1/g
e↵

by having a “parasitic” species �
2

that does not
annihilate strongly (see, e.g., [54, 55]).

�

�
�
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�
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Light WIMPs: Hidden 
Supersymmetric DM

DarkVisible

SUSY 
Breaking

Hooper, KZ ’08
Feng, Kumar ’08

Arkani-Hamed, Finkbeiner, Slatyer, Weiner ’08

Electroweak scale Smaller than electroweak scale

weak



Dynamical Generation 
of “Low” Scale
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The WIMPless Miracle: Dark Matter Particles

without Weak-scale Masses or Weak Interactions

Jonathan L. Feng and Jason Kumar
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of California, Irvine, CA 92697, USA

We propose that dark matter is composed of particles that naturally have the correct thermal
relic density, but have neither weak-scale masses nor weak interactions. These WIMPless models
emerge naturally from gauge-mediated supersymmetry breaking, where they elegantly solve the
dark matter problem. The framework accommodates single or multiple component dark matter,
dark matter masses from 10 MeV to 10 TeV, and interaction strengths from gravitational to strong.
These candidates enhance many direct and indirect signals relative to WIMPs and have qualitatively
new implications for dark matter searches and cosmological implications for colliders.

PACS numbers: 95.35.+d, 04.65.+e, 12.60.Jv

Introduction. Cosmological observations require dark
matter that cannot be composed of any of the known
particles. At the same time, attempts to understand
the weak force also invariably require new states. These
typically include weakly-interacting massive particles
(WIMPs) with masses around the weak scale mweak !
100 GeV " 1 TeV and weak interactions with coupling
gweak # 0.65. An appealing possibility is that one of
the particles motivated by particle physics simultane-
ously satisfies the needs of cosmology. This idea is moti-
vated by a striking quantitative fact, the “WIMP mira-
cle”: WIMPs are naturally produced as thermal relics of
the Big Bang with the densities required for dark matter.
This WIMP miracle drives most dark matter searches.

We show here, however, that the WIMP miracle does
not necessarily imply the existence of WIMPs. More pre-
cisely, we present well-motivated particle physics mod-
els in which particles naturally have the desired ther-
mal relic density, but have neither weak-scale masses
nor weak force interactions. In these models, dark mat-
ter may interact very weakly or it may couple more
strongly to known particles. The latter possibility im-
plies that prospects for some dark matter experiments
may be greatly enhanced relative to WIMPs, with search
implications that di!er radically from those of WIMPs.

Quite generally, a particle’s thermal relic density is [1]

"X $
1

%!v&
!

m2
X

g4
X

, (1)

where %!v& is its thermally-averaged annihilation cross
section, mX and gX are the characteristic mass scale
and coupling entering this cross section, and the last
step follows from dimensional analysis. In the mod-
els discussed here, mX will be the dark matter parti-
cle’s mass. The WIMP miracle is the statement that,
for (mX , gX) ! (mweak, gweak), the relic density is typi-
cally within an order of magnitude of the observed value,
"X ' 0.24. Equation (1) makes clear, however, that
the thermal relic density fixes only one combination of
the dark matter’s mass and coupling, and other values of

FIG. 1: Sectors of the model. SUSY breaking is mediated by
gauge interactions to the MSSM and the hidden sector, which
contains the dark matter particle X. An optional connector
sector contains fields Y , charged under both MSSM and hid-
den sector gauge groups, which induce signals in direct and
indirect searches and at colliders. There may also be other
hidden sectors, leading to multi-component dark matter.

(mX , gX) can also give the correct "X . Here, however,
we further show that simple models with low-energy su-
persymmetry (SUSY) predict exactly the combinations
of (mX , gX) that give the correct "X . In these models,
mX is a free parameter. For mX (= mweak, these models
are WIMPless, but for all mX they contain dark matter
with the desired thermal relic density.

Models. We will consider SUSY models with gauge-
mediated SUSY breaking (GMSB) [2, 3]. These models
have several sectors, as shown in Fig. 1. The MSSM
sector includes the fields of the minimal supersymmet-
ric standard model. The SUSY-breaking sector includes
the fields that break SUSY dynamically and mediate this
breaking to the MSSM through gauge interactions. There
are also one or more additional sectors which have SUSY
breaking gauge-mediated to them; these sectors contain
the dark matter particles. These sectors may not be very
well-hidden, depending on the presence of connector sec-
tors (discussed below), but we will follow precedent and
refer to them as “hidden” sectors. For other recent stud-
ies of hidden dark matter, see Refs. [4].

This is a well-motivated scenario for new physics.

3

at which the SUSY breaking mass for the scalar is gen-

erated which, for concreteness, we take to be 109 GeV.

Li2(x) denotes the dilogarithm function, defined by Li2(x) !
"

! 1

0
dzz!1 log(1 " xz). For an electron-selectron loop, we

find

m2
X,rad # 5 MeV2

"gUXX gUff

10!5

#2 h2
X

1

" mẽ

1 TeV

#2

. (5)

We have generated a mass for the scalar component of !
of the right size to be dark matter. However, we also need

to break the U(1)h symmetry, give the fermion component

an MeV mass, and cancel anomalies introduced in the hidden

sector by the addition of !. The simplest way to do this is in
the following way. We introduce a second chiral superfield,

", whose scalar component we denote as !. Under U(1)h, "
caries charge 2, while ! has charge"1. The superpotential is
then given by

W = ""!!. (6)

!, the scalar component of " will get a radiative mass through
eqn. ??, but of twice the size as X since it carries twice the

charge. Through a one loop graph with ! in the loop, the

interaction "2|X |2|!|2 generates a negative mass-squared for
X of size

#m2
X = "

8"2m2
!,rad

16$2
log(#/m!,rad) (7)

where # is the scale of generation of SUSY breaking mass of
!. If " is not too small, this term changes the sign of the X
mass-squared at the origin. This mechanism is exactly analo-

gous to the one in the MSSM where the Higgs boson receives

negative mass-squared contribution from t̃ loop. X gets a vev

and breaks U(1)h, with mU $ gUXX%X&. We take a region
of parameter space where the sign of ! mass-squared at the
origin is not changed, so that %!& = 0.
In this case, there is a simple mechanism for removing the

anomalies. We add two additional fields,X " and !" with equal

and opposite charges so that we also have a term "!"X "X ".

This copy will receive exactly the same masses as the un-

primed sector. Generically, there will also be mixing terms,

m1!!" andm2XX ", between the two sectors. We can elimi-

nate these terms, however, by promotingm1,m2 to a field S"",

which itself has a potential which enforces %S""& = 0, remov-
ing these mixing terms. If we were relying on D-terms to sta-

bilize the potential, the addition of X ", !" would de-stabilize

the potential through D-flat directions where %X& = %X "& and
%!& = %!"&. In the case we are studying, the term "2X4 stabi-

lizes theX potential, while !’s mass-squared remains positive
at the origin.

Other mechanisms of anomaly cancellation could also be

found. These include adding a strongly interacting quark sec-

tor with the same quantum numbers as the standardmodel sec-

tor quark sector. In addition toX , the complete content of the

hidden sector (under ˆSU(3), U(1)h) is 2(3, 1/6), (3,"2/3),
(3, 1/3), (1,"1), (1, 1/2). The first three have the same quan-
tum numbers as the SM quarks in the absence of SU(2). The

X X

f

f̄

f̃

U U

U U

X X

FIG. 2: Examples of two loop diagrams which generate the mass

of the scalar, X. The solid and dotted lines in the loop represent
Standard Model fermions and their scalar superpartners.

latter two are the " and ! fields. The phenomenology of the
hidden sector is complicated by the addition of these fields,

but not different in broad outline of the scenario considered

here.

Next we will determine the mass hierarchy of the states in

the hidden sector to find which field is the lightest, and hence

is the dark matter. In the scalar sectorm2
X = m2

X,rad " #m2
X

andm2
! = 2(m2

!,rad"#m2
!). Fermion masses come from !̃"

X̃ and !̃" Ũ mixing in the same manner as the Higgsinos and

neutralinos get their masses in the MSSM. The mass matrix,

in the (X̃, !̃, Ũ) basis, is

M =

$

%

&

0 "
2
%!& 0

"
2
%!& 0 g#

2
h!%!&

0 g#
2
h!%!& 0

'

(

)
. (8)

In the limit that g2h2
X ' 8"2, there are two nearly degenerate

states with massm (
*

5/8ghX%X&which are mostly X̃"Ũ

mixes (with subdominant !̃ component) and one lighter state
(mostly !̃ with subdominant X̃ component) with mass m (
4/5"%X&. This latter state is the lightest among the scalars
and fermions and hence is our dark matter candidate.

For the purposes of dark matter phenomenology, we are

most interested in the dark matter candidate itself, the !̃ " X̃
mix, and the mediator, U . The masses of these particles are
approximately given by:

mU #
1)
2

+

,

,

,
m2

X,rad

,

,

,
(9)

# 14 MeV *
-

gU!!gUee

10!5

.-

3 TeV

mẽ

.

,

and

m!̃!X̃ #
4

5
"
/

|m!,rad|2 (10)

m2
X � g2

visg
2
Xm2

SUSY

16�2
WIMP miracle preserved!

⇥v � g2
visg

2
X

16�m2
X

Hooper, KZ ’08Feng, Kumar ’08



Concrete Models

• Good: definite mass 
predictions

• Bad: prediction for scattering 
cross-section in direct 
detection model dependent

• For very light DM, scattering 
off electrons is most 
important process
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Figure 4: (Left) Nucleon scattering through a vector mediator. The green shaded region indicates the allowed
parameter space of direct detection cross sections. The lighter green region imposes the bound of thermal coupling
between the two sectors (“large width”) while the larger shaded region only requires mediator decay before BBN.
Also shown is the lower bound for the heavy mediator (m! ! mX) case. (Right) Electron scattering through a vector
mediator, for m! < mX (green) and m! ! mX (red); the intersection of the two regions is shaded brown. We show
the projected sensitivity of a Ge experiment, taken from [64]. Beam dump, supernova, and halo shape constraints
apply here and carve out the region of large !e at low mX . For more details, see the text. In the lighter green region,
the condition of thermal equilibrium between the visible and hidden sectors is imposed.

in this mass range if !µ decays dominantly to electrons, for which the e!ciency factor is f ! 1. For !µ

coupling primarily to quarks, f " 0.2 and CMB bounds don’t apply above mX ! 2 GeV. Then the minimum
annihilation cross section is #"v$ " #$2

X/m2
X " 10!25cm3/s, giving a bound of $X ! 5.2% 10!5(mX/GeV).

Requiring thermal equilibrium between the hidden and visible sectors, we take the bound on gq in Eq. (26),
with

&
ge! " 9. Combining the limits above results in a lower bound on the nucleon scattering cross section:

"n ! 10!48cm2 %
! mX

GeV

"4
#

GeV

m!

$6
! µn

0.5GeV

"2
. (34)

Since m! < mX , this quantity is saturated for any mX if we set m! to its maximum value of m! ! mX .
This bound is indicated by the “Large width” line in Fig. (4). Coincidentally, the lower limit here is similar
to the best achievable sensitivity for WIMP-nucleon scattering if the dominant irreducible background is
coherent scattering of atmospheric neutrinos o" of nuclei [71–73]. However, these studies focused on WIMP
DM; for light DM, solar neutrinos become much more important and the best achievable sensitivity may be
several orders of magnitude weaker.
The lower bound on "n given in Eq. (34) is derived by requiring the two sectors be in thermal equilibrium.

We may relax this assumption, and just demand the mediator decay by nucleosynthesis. This gives gq !
1.6 % 10!11

%

1 GeV/m!, as discussed in Section IVB. For such gq the two sectors are decoupled through
freezeout; then the relic density calculation is slightly more complicated and depends on the thermal history
of the sectors. The change in the relic density then modifies the bound on $X . We have checked that the
full calculation generally only changes the bound on $X by an O(1) factor [33], so here we take the bound
on $X from the large ! width case for simplicity. In this limit, the lower bound on "n is given by

"n ! 5% 10!54cm2 %
! mX

GeV

"

#

GeV

m!

$5
! µn

0.5GeV

"2
(35)
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FIG. 2: Constraints in the ⇥ � gd plane. We have shown the regions which are excluded by BBN

constraints due to �̃d ⇤ �G̃ [39] (orange), B-factories due to direct searches for �d [32] (green), and

precision electroweak measurements due to �d�Z0 mixing [35] (brown). The red region corresponds

to parameters which solve the lithium-7 problem [39]. One the left (right) we show contours where

⇤ is constrained so as not to reach Landau pole before MGUT (10 TeV) for mDM = 14.2 GeV,

mDM = 7.1 GeV and mDM = 3.3 GeV, assuming ⇧DY ⌃ = 72 GeV. The region below these contours

is excluded.

or LQDc. Since there are three MSSM fields involved which do not obtain vevs, at tree
level all asymmetry transfer interactions will involve at least one SM superpartner. For
these processes the transfer rate will be Boltzmann suppressed for temperatures below
the superpartner scale, and will be be strongly suppressed when T ⇥ mDM. So, for low
temperatures (below the SUSY scale), the dominant process arises from a one-loop diagram
where a gluino is exchanged. This coverts two squarks to quarks and generates an e�ective
dimension-7 operator (S�S�dc�dc�uc/M3

eff ). Taking a superpartner scale of 1 TeV, the
requirement that this e�ective operator be out of equilibrium before T ⇥ mDM enforces the
mild constraint M(1) > 2 TeV.

If one imposes the stronger bound that the transfer operator decouples before the EWPT,
a stronger bound on M(1) is present. Depending on the precise spectrum of the superpartner
masses, either the tree-level or loop induced process can be the most important. However,
both give bounds of M(1) ⇥ O(100 TeV). If this stronger condition holds, then the DM mass
is as given in Eq. (19), otherwise Eq. (16) applies.
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FIG. 4: The predictions for the direct detection scattering cross sections normalized per proton

(�p) for mDM = 14.2 GeV, 7.1 GeV and 3.3 GeV. We have plotted current/projected limits (also

normalized per proton) from Xenon-10 (solid black line), Xenon-100 with 6,000 kg-days (dashed

green line), Xenon-1T (dotted blue line) [45], and Majorana (dot-dashed purple line) [46].

VI. COLLIDERS

Finally, we discuss some collider implications of this class of models. There are three
portals into the dark sector which could potentially be probed: photon kinetic mixing, Higgs
boson mixing, and the asymmetry transfer operator.

The MSSM LSP (LSPMSSM) is unstable to decay to the low mass hidden sector [48,
49]. One mediation mechanism for decay to the hidden sector is through kinetic mixing,
as discussed in [17, 50]. The collider phenomenology of such scenarios has been studied
extensively recently; see for example [34, 51–57].

Photon kinetic mixing may also be probed via the decays of the LSPMSSM to the dark
sector [17, 19]. If the LSPMSSM is has electroweak quantum numbers, then it will decay
promptly to its SM partner and a dark gaugino via an �-suppressed interaction. This dark
gaugino is stable on detector time scales, and so will manifest as missing energy. More
interesting is if LSPMSSM is a neutralino, since it will decay to a dark gaugino and dark
Higgs via � mixing in the neutralino mass matrix. The dark gaugino will again result in
missing energy. However, the dark Higgs will promptly decay back to SM fermions via
mixing with the MSSM Higgs boson. These could produce “lepton jets” [19].

The T and ⇥ fields couple to the Z0 and the MSSM Higgs boson via � suppressed couplings,

16

presence of R-parity stabilizes the lightest of the superpartners, which for this scenario (low
energy SUSY breaking), is the gravitino. The dark photino is the second lightest R-odd
state, and decays via 1/F suppressed couplings. Due to the dark photino’s near degeneracy
with the dark photon, the dominant decay channel is �̃d ⇧ �G̃, which is suppressed both by
the scale SUSY breaking and the kinetic mixing ⇥. This decay time is [21]

⇧(�̃d ⇧ �G̃) = 190 s

⇤
10�3

⇥

⌅2 ⇤GeV

m�̃d

⌅5
⇧ ⌦

F

50 TeV

⌃4

. (27)

This late production of photons could, in principle, alter the predictions of BBN. This
depends on the destructive power of the dark photinos, which is given bym�̃dn�̃d/s ⇤ m�̃dY�̃d ,
where n�̃d is the number density of photinos and s is the entropy density of the universe.
Since the Higgsino component of the dark photino induces an interaction between the dark
photino and the dark photon, the number density is set by these interactions. Though
the dark photino and photon masses are degenerate, the thermal tail of the Boltzmann
distribution allows e⇤cient annihilation of the dark photinos. To good approximation, the
annihilation cross-section for this process is given by [23]:

�⌅�̃dv ⌃ g4d
16⇤m2

�̃d

vf.o. ⌃ 7 ⇥ 10�24cm3/s
� gd
0.1

⇥4
⇤
1 GeV

m�̃d

⌅2 �vf.o.
0.3

⇥
, (28)

where vf.o. is the velocity when the dark photinos freeze out. Hence, the dark photinos
can have a small relic abundance when they decay to a gravitino and a photon. In Fig. 2
we show the regions in the gd � ⇥ plane which do not alter the predictions of BBN and
satisfy constraints from B-factories and from precision electroweak (PEW) measurements.
In generating this figure we have done the full calculation of the thermally averaged cross
section to capture the e�ects of the degeneracy between the initial and final states. We
also show the region of specific choices of ⇥ and gd which can modify the abundance of Li-7,
alleviating the tension with the current measurements [39].

Next we explore the cosmology associated with transferring the asymmetry to the DM. We
pay particular attention to the requirement that the transfer operator not imply a Boltzmann
suppression for the asymmetry by remaining in equilibrium to very low scales, T < mDM.
This requirement constrains the asymmetry transfer scale, M . The physics involved in the
determination of this scale is sensitive to the choice of the transfer operator, so we discuss
each operator in turn.

B. Cosmology of Models with Oasym ⌅ S2U cDcDc

The cosmology associated with the q = 1 operator is the most straightforward. Comments
similar to those below also apply to operators where U cDcDc is replaced by either LLEc
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DM is singlet, but couples to 
dark photon via 1-loop

Fig. 3. Feynman diagrams of the electroweak corrections to Z ! bb̄ in a model with an
extended Higgs sector.

corresponding W± line, also contribute to !gL,R. However, the latter contributions
are suppressed by a factor of M2

Z/m2
t compared to the diagrams of fig. 2.

In an extended Higgs sector which contains singly charged Higgs states H±
i ,

the corrections to !gL,R arise from the diagrams of fig. 3, where H±
i runs over all

the singly charged states in the Higgs sector, including G±.
In calculating the corrections shown in fig. 3 we keep only the leading term

in powers of m2
t /M

2
Z . In !gL this leading term is proportional to m2

t , where the
two powers of mt come from the left–handed Higgs–quark couplings gL

H+
i

t̄b
. In

!gR the right–handed Higgs–quark couplings are proportional to m2
b tan2 ", so the

leading term in !gR does not grow with increasing mt. This approximation has
been used in calculating the leading m2

t corrections to Rb in the SM in the classic
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Look Also 
Cosmologically

• Dark Forces Very Important for 
cosmological abundance, direct detection

• Self scattering can be important for 
structure of DM halos
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FIG. 2: Magnetic dipolar DM �
1

annihilates to ��, �Z,ZZ (Left), while ff̄ occurs by coannihilation only with �
2

(Right).

• In the early Universe, the thermally-averaged coannihilation cross section is suppressed by a Boltzmann factor
exp(��m/T ). For �m ⇠ T

f

, the coannihilation rate becomes moderately suppressed, requiring larger couplings to
reproduce the correct thermal relic density.

• In the present Universe, �2 is not populated, and therefore �1�2 ! f ¯f does not contribute to any indirect detection
signals. However, direct annihilation �1�1 ! �� can occur, and the rate can be enhanced due to the large couplings
required for thermal freeze-out.

Ultimately, within a given model, there will exist a preferred parameter region for �m and couplings that can simultaneously
explain the relic DM density and the observed � signal. In this section, we first discuss some preliminaries for computing the
DM relic density, closely following Ref. [53], and then we consider specific models in parts A and B.

Similar to single species freeze-out, the relic DM abundance for a general coannihilation scenario is computed by solving a
Boltzmann equation

ṅ
�

+ 3Hn
�

= �h�e↵vi
�
n2
�

� (neq
�

)

2
�

(2)

where n
�

⌘ P
i

n
�i is the total �

i

density. In writing Eq. (2) in terms of only n
�

, we assume the individual densities n
�i are in

chemical equilibrium due to rapid �
i

f $ �
j

f and �
i

$ �
j

f ¯f processes, such that

n
�i

n
�

⇡ neq
�i

neq
�

=

g
i

(1 +�

i

)

3/2
exp(�x�

i

)

ge↵
⌘ r

i

. (3)

We have defined x ⌘ m1/T , �
i

⌘ (m
i

�m1)/m1, and ge↵ ⌘ P
i

g
i

(1 +�

i

)

3/2
exp(�x�

i

), with g
i

degrees of freedom for
�
i

. The thermally-averaged effective cross section is h�e↵vi ⌘ P
i,j

r
i

r
j

h�
ij

vi, where �
ij

is �
i

�
j

annihilation cross section
and its thermal average is

h�
ij

vi = x3/2

2

p
⇡

Z 1

0
dv v2 (�

ij

v) e�v

2
x/4 . (4)

The DM relic density today is given by

⌦dmh
2
=

1.07⇥ 10

9
GeV

�1

g1/2⇤ mPl

hR1
xf

x�2 h�e↵vi dx
i , (5)

where mPl ⇡ 1.22 ⇥ 10

19
GeV is the Planck mass and g⇤ is the number of degrees of freedom in the thermal bath during

freeze-out. The freeze-out temperature T
f

= m1/xf

is obtained by solving x
f

= ln

�
0.038 ge↵m1mPl h�e↵vi /pg⇤xf

�
, which

can be done iteratively. Alternately, one can directly solve Eq. (2) numerically; for the cases we consider below, we find that the
agreement with Eq. (5) is better than ⇠ 1� 3% depending on the mass splitting.

Now, we discuss two models which give rise to the Fermi line signal and a correct relic density with the coannihilation effect
in the early Universe.2

2 To be clear, our models rely on the mass splitting �m to suppress h�
e↵

vi, which is dominated by large �
1

�
2

and �
2

�
2

annihilation cross sections. This is
distinct from models where �

1

�
1

annihilation is itself too large, and h�
e↵

vi can be suppressed by 1/g
e↵

by having a “parasitic” species �
2

that does not
annihilate strongly (see, e.g., [54, 55]).

�

�
�

�

�

�

� �

�
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DM Interactions and DM 
Halos 

• Dark matter self-interactions 
randomize momenta and 
isotropize halos

• Lead to lower density dark 
matter halo cores

• Dark matter halos (including 
baryon poor dwarf galaxies) 
seem to have cores rather 
than cusps (still controversy 
as to cause)

12 Cosmological Simulations of SIDM

based on number of collisions, but their scaled result is con-
tradicted by our direct simulations. We estimate that this
may be because they use a CDM value for the scale radius
and cNFW of dwarfs, and compare them to SIDM values
for their cluster. We find that !DM = 10!24 cm2GeV!1

produces NFW scale radii that are double that of CDM
(cf. Figure 6 and discussion); such a factor would go a long
way towards alleviating the discrepancy. Taking this into
account, we find the simulations of Yoshida et al. (2000b)
to be broadly consistent with ours.

Figure 13: Halo profile of the largest halo in our 643 simula-
tions, for a range of !DM values. Halos are progressively less
concentrated and have larger cores with increasing !DM.

In order to explore the high-!DM limit, we ran 643 sim-
ulations of SIDM with !DM = 10!25 ! 10!22 cm2GeV!1.
The most illustrative result is to compare the density pro-
file of the largest halo in all our 643 simulations, as shown
in Figure 13. As seen in Figure 1, there is a smooth
trend of increasing core radius with !DM. SIDM with
!DM = 10!25 cm2GeV!1 is quite similar to CDM, though
it may also have a core below our 2h!1kpc resolution limit.
Increasing !DM to 10!22 cm2GeV!1, we continue to see no
evidence for the development of an isothermal core due to
accelerated heat transfer. The reason is because the colli-
sions are so frequent in the outer portion of the halo that
a dense core cannot develop. Instead, collisions randomize
the dark matter velocities and prevent a smooth radial in-
flow required to generate a dense core. As dynamically hot
material accretes onto the halo, heat keeps flowing inward
and a large core is maintained. Our results are in better
agreement with Bryan as opposed to Moore et al. (2000)
and Yoshida et al. (2000a). This also illustrates why sim-
ulating SIDM beginning with an isolated cuspy Hernquist
profile may not be appropriate for large !DM; one should
at least begin with a halo profile that is self-consistently
stable for a few dynamic times.

7. SUMMARY

We present a set of cosmological self-interacting dark
matter simulations having cross-sections in the range fa-
vored by Spergel & Steinhardt (2000). Our simulations
include the growth of halos from linear fluctuations in a
random volume of the universe, with su!cient volume and
resolution to obtain a statistical sample of galactic halos
resolved to 1h!1kpc. We compare the resulting halos on
a case-by-case basis to those in a collisionless CDM simu-
lation having the same initial conditions.

Overall, SIDM is remarkably successful at reproducing

observations of the inner portions of dark matter halos
where CDM appears to fail. In particular, we find:

1. The inner slopes of SIDM with !DM =
10!23 cm2GeV!1 typical halos have " " !0.4 at
r # 1h!1kpc, with some scatter in ". Our CDM
halos have " " !1.5, in agreement with previ-
ous studies (e.g. Moore et al. 1999). SIDM with
!DM = 10!24 cm2GeV!1 is intermediate between
these cases, with median " " !0.9. SIDM is in
better agreement with a preliminary analysis of H"
rotation curves of low surface brightness galaxies
(Dalcanton & Bernstein 2000).

2. SIDM with !DM = 10!23 cm2GeV!1 produces cen-
tral densities #c # 0.01 M"pc!3 at 1h!1kpc, and
shows no trend with halo mass. SIDM with !DM =
10!24 cm2GeV!1 has somewhat higher #c values,
but remains fairly independent of mass. Conversely,
#c in CDM halos is much larger than observed, typi-
cally #> 0.1 M"pc!3 at 1h!1kpc, and shows a strong
trend with halo mass. With their steep profiles,
CDM halos are in significantly worse agreement at
smaller radii. SIDM is thus is in better agreement
with observations, as has also been argued by Fir-
mani et al. (2000a).

3. Simulations with SIDM having !DM =
10!24 cm2GeV!1 are intermediate between CDM
and SIDM with !DM = 10!23 cm2GeV!1, indi-
cating a smooth increase in the e"ect of SIDM
with cross section, a result that extends (using
lower-resolution simulations) from !DM = 10!25 $
10!22 cm2GeV!1. In particular, the generation
of singular isothermal halos is not seen in any
of the massive halos simulated, even for !DM =
10!22 cm2GeV!1. This suggests that the dynami-
cal process of halo growth in a cosmological setting
helps keep outer regions of halos hot and prevents
core collapse in a Hubble time.

4. We introduce a new mass concentration parameter
cM based on a more directly observable quantity,
the enclosed mass within tens of kpc. This halo con-
centration is significantly lower in SIDM models as
compared to CDM, providing an observationally ac-
cessible discriminant that is not dependent on fitting
a particular profile form. A rough estimate of cM for
the Milky Way, with large corrections for baryonic
e"ects, favors SIDM over CDM.

5. The central phase space density is lower in SIDM vs.
CDM mostly due to the reduction in #c. The veloc-
ity dispersions in the inner regions are quite similar.
Both SIDM and CDM are consistent with observa-
tions shown in Dalcanton & Hogan (2000), though
SIDM is mildly favored.

6. SIDM produces halos that are more spherical, espe-
cially in their inner regions, as compared to CDM.
In principle, this is one of the strongest tests of the
SIDM paradigm, as near the center any value of !DM

that has a non-negligible e"ect on the dark matter
distribution will increase the core sphericity, while
CDM cores are almost always significantly triaxial.

Dave, Spergel, Steinhardt, Wandelt



Particle Dynamics in DM 
Halos2

ment for annihilation. We compute �T numerically in this
regime, for both attractive and repulsive potentials.

In the remainder of this Letter, we first present analytic
results on elastic scattering, and we discuss the integral part
played by the dark force to relic density considerations. Next
we present our results, showing the importance of the resonant
self-scattering regime for DM self-scattering phenomenology.
Lastly, we give our conclusions. Further details regarding res-
onant dark forces will be presented in a forthcoming publica-
tion [30].

II. DM Annihilation and Elastic Scattering: We consider a
Dirac fermion DM particle X , coupled to a dark force vector
boson � with mass m� via

L
int

= gX ¯X�µX�µ , (2)

where gX is the coupling constant. We assume that X is
weakly coupled to the SM (e.g., through kinetic mixing of �
with U(1)Y hypercharge so that X thermalizes with the visi-
ble sector in the early Universe. (It is also possible that X is
hidden from the visible sector and experiences its own thermal
history [26].)

DM freeze out is governed by the velocity-weighted anni-
hilation cross section for X ¯X ! ��, given by h�vi

an

⇡
⇡↵2

X/m2

X where ↵X ⌘ g2X/(4⇡). For symmetric DM,
where DM consists of equal densities of X and ¯X , we re-
quire h�vi

an

⇡ 6⇥ 10

�26

cm

3/s to obtain the observed relic
density. For asymmetric DM, the present DM density is deter-
mined by a primordial asymmetry between X and ¯X , in anal-
ogy to the baryon asymmetry [27]. In this case, we require
larger h�vi

an

to deplete the symmetric X, ¯X density, leav-
ing behind only the residual asymmetric X density as DM.
Thus, we have ↵X & 4 ⇥ 10

�5

(mX/GeV) with the lower
bound saturated for symmetric DM. Asymmetric DM allows
for a broader region of parameter space, since annihilation
X ¯X ! �� sufficient to set the relic density only places a
lower bound on ↵X , rather than fixing it to a particular value
as a function of mX .

In our model, the same dark force carrier � also mediates
DM self-interactions. Here, the relevant quantity is the scat-
tering cross section weighted by the momentum transfer, i.e.,

�T =

Z
d⌦ (1� cos ✓)

d�

d⌦
, (3)

where d�/d⌦ is the usual differential cross section. The non-
relativistic interaction between two DM particles mediated by
� is described a Yukawa potential

V (r) = ±↵X

r
e�m�r . (4)

Since � is a vector, XX ! XX scattering is repulsive (+),
while X ¯X ! X ¯X is attractive (�). For symmetric DM, both

attractive (X- ¯X) and repulsive (X-X or ¯X- ¯X) interactions
are present; for asymmetric DM, where DM consists of only
X after the freeze-out, self-interactions are only repulsive.

Since both scattering and annihilation occur through a
common interaction, the cross sections are related. In the

¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯¯
¯¯
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FIG. 1: Velocity-dependence of �T for sample parameters within
different regimes. Blue line shows Born formula (6), in agreement
with numerical results (blue dots), for mX = 4 GeV, m� = 7.2
MeV, ↵X = 1.8⇥ 10�4. Green line shows classical formula (7), in
agreement with numerical results (stars), for mX = 2 TeV, m� = 1
MeV, ↵X = 0.05. Red lines show �T in the resonant regime for
mX = 100 GeV, ↵X = 3.4 ⇥ 10�3, illustrating s-wave resonance
(solid, m� = 205 MeV), p-wave resonance (dot-dashed, m� = 20
MeV), and s-wave antiresonance (dashed, m� = 77 MeV).

case where � is massless, the scattering cross section scales
roughly as �T ⇠ h�vi

an

/v4. If this relation holds to dwarf
scales (v ⇠ 10 km/s), the transfer cross section is �T /mX ⇠
10

3

cm

2/g (TeV/mX), which is too large compared to that
preferred by the simulation results [14, 24] unless the DM
mass is much larger than ⇠ 100 TeV. Therefore, a nonzero
m� is essential, softening the velocity-dependence of �T at
small v due to the finite range of the dark force.

The calculation of �T for a Yukawa potential with m� 6= 0

is non-trivial. We collect analytical results, where applicable,
in the appendix. Within the Born approximation (valid for
↵XmX/m� ⌧ 1), �T can be computed perturbatively. Out-
side the Born regime, multiple � scatterings lead to a nonper-
turbative modification of the DM two-body wavefunction, and
an analytical approximation has been obtained only within the
classical limit (mXv/m� � 1). However, outside the Born
and classical regimes, no analytic description is possible, and
one must compute �T by solving the the Schrödinger equa-
tion numerically using a partial wave analysis [25, 30]. Within
this “resonant” regime, �T exhibits a rich structure of quan-
tum mechanical resonances (for the attractive potential case).
Computing �T within this regime is crucial for understanding
for what parameters a dark force can explain simultaneously
small scale structure problems and the DM relic density.

To illustrate the different regimes and behaviors of DM self-
scattering, Fig. 1 shows �T /mX as a function of v for an
attractive potential, for several parameter choices. The blue
(green) line shows the analytic result for �T for a parame-
ter point within the Born (classical) regime; these formulae,
given in the Appendix, are in excellent agreement with our
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FIG. 2: Symmetric (left) and asymmetric (right) DM parameter space in mX -m� plane. Blue regions show where DM self-scattering solves
dwarf-scale structure anomalies, while red (green) lines show bounds from Milky Way (cluster) scales. Numerical values indicate h�T i/mX

in cm2/g on dwarf (“dw”), Milky Way (“MW”), and cluster (“cl”) scales. For symmetric DM, ↵X is fixed to obtain the observed relic density;
for asymmetric DM, ↵X = 10�2 is fixed to deplete X, X̄ density for mX . 300 GeV (dotted line). Dashed lines show extrapolation using
analytic formulae, while “x” marks parameter points utilized in Fig. 1.

These two cases illustrate how �T may be enhanced at dwarf
scales due to resonances. The dashed line shows an exam-
ple with an antiresonance (the Ramsauer-Townsend effect),
which can suppress �T at small v. All of these parameters
have been chosen to give the correct DM relic density and
�T /mX ⇠ 0.1 � 10 cm

2/g to solve structure problems on
dwarf scales (except for the antiresonance case).

III. Results: We show the complete parameter space where
a dark force can account for DM small scale structure and
relic density. For scattering, to compare with astrophysi-
cal bounds, we consider the velocity-averaged cross section
h�T i =

R
d3v �T e�

1
2 v

2/v2
0/(2⇡v2

0

)

3/2, where v
0

is the most
probable velocity for a DM particle. Fig. 2 shows contour
plots of h�T i for two cases, symmetric and asymmetric DM,
in the mX -m� parameter space.

For symmetric DM (Fig. 2, left), we take the average of at-
tractive and repulsive cross sections, �T = (�att

T + �rep

T )/2,
with ↵X chosen to reproduce the observed DM relic density
at each point.2 The blue contour regions show h�T i/mX on
dwarf scales (v

0

= 10 km/s) in the ranges 0.1 � 1 cm

2/g
(light) and 1� 10 cm

2/g (dark) to solve small scale structure
problems. The lower range is prefered for a constant cross

2 We compute the relic density by solving numerically the Boltzmann equa-
tions for DM freeze-out, accounting for a possible Sommerfeld enhance-
ment in h�vi. We assume X kinetically decouples at a temperature
0.5 MeV, e.g., if X were weakly coupled to electrons [20].

section; Ref. [10] found 0.1 cm2/g matched small scale struc-
ture observations, while 1 cm

2/g caused too low central den-
sities in dwarf spheroidals. Simulations with a v-dependent
classical (attractive-only) force prefered the upper range (or
larger) [9]. The red (green) contours show h�T i/mX = 0.1
and 1 cm

2/g on MW (cluster) scales with v
0

= 200 (1000)
km/s, showing the approximate upper limits from observa-
tions. Ref. [10] found that 1 cm

2/g produced a too-small
central DM density in galaxy clusters and is only marginally
consistent with MW-scale halo shape ellipticity constraints,
while 0.1 cm2/g is consistent with these constraints [10]. In
the resonant regime, we have computed �T numerically. This
region shows a pattern of resonances for mX ⇠ 10 GeV
– TeV, where �att

T is enhanced, allowing for larger mX for
fixed h�T i/mX . The dashed lines indicate where we use
analytic formulae to extrapolate our results into the Born
(mX ⌧ m�/↵X ) and classical (mX � m�/v) regimes. Our
numerical calculation maps smoothly into these regions, again
confirming our agreement with the analytic formulae.3 The
crosses show the example parameters from Fig. 1 for the res-
onant (mX = 100 GeV), Born (mX = 4 GeV), and classical
(mX = 2 TeV) regimes.

Most of these resonant features correspond to s-wave res-

3 The small discrepancy on cluster scales is because h�T i at these parame-
ters is dominated by phase space with v ⌧ v0, where the classical approx-
imation is not valid, even though mXv0/m� � 1.



Non-SUSY Questions

• What are the best models to focus on 
for detection?

• Can we develop benchmarks which are 
not the most general models possible 
but which are nevertheless descriptive?

• Are there new search techniques?


